THE FORGE
Connecting pharmaceutical industry leaders and researchers in 2020.

November 4-5, 2020 | Virtual conference
Join us for an interactive online experience as we explore the latest research in the characterisation of
pharmaceutical formulations.

CALL FOR PAPERS & POSTERS

Abstract Deadline August 31, 2020
Submit your abstract online: eventforge.co.uk/abstract-submission.html

THE FORGE
The Royal Society of Chemistry, Particle Characterisation Interest Group will hold a conference
focused on pharmaceutical formulation challenges with an emphasis on new research. Conference
themes will explore the application of physical chemistry in understanding and predicting formulation
performance.
We encourage papers considering aspects such
as:
• Formulation development
• Digital design and predictive modelling
• 	Formulation problem solving / root cause
analysis
•	Process improvements (including
performance sustainability, behaviour and
transport)

This event is intended as the inaugural
conference, returning annually in a format
that will blend real-world conferencing with
interactive online networking.
Attendees of this conference with receive
a certificate of attendance which will count
towards career development.

CONFERENCE FORMAT
•	The conference program will be held over
two mornings, with presentations running
over a 3 to 3.5-hour period each day in the
morning (UK time).
•	The Forge is hosted on an interactive,
online platform, which facilitates a level of
engagement that is as close as possible to
traditional face-to-face conferences.
•	Each morning begins with a keynote
talk from a key opinion leader within the
pharmaceutical formulation field.
•	Student participation will form a central part
of the event:
-	Virtual poster sessions will run
throughout the conference. Researchers
will be invited to record a 5-minute video
introduction to their poster.
•	An interactive virtual exhibition hall will run in
parallel to the conference, where sponsors
and exhibitors can share information and
generate leads.

VIRTUAL ONLINE PLATFORM

The Forge will be hosted on Whova, an
interactive, virtual environment, where
participants can come together to learn, share
ideas and connect directly with one another.
In addition to streaming content, the
award-winning Whova platform enables
user participation across multiple devices
and formats, providing a great networking
experience.

CONFERENCE SUPPORT TEAM

A Conference Support Team drawn from the
Pharmaceutical Industry will select papers for
presentations and posters, moderate sessions
and act as judges for the prizes.
The Conference Support team will host a
pre-event workshop to help Presenters deliver
punchy and engaging presentations to support
their posters.

PRESENTATION PRIZES

Cash prizes of £200 will be awarded for an oral
paper presented and for the best poster:
£200 - Royal Society of Chemistry, PCIG
Presentation Prize.
£200 - Royal Society of Chemistry, PCIG Poster
Prize.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Various commercial sponsorship opportunities
are available. Contact us for more information.
using the contact form on The Forge website.

COST OF ATTENDANCE

£ 100.00 Non-member, non-student
£ 75.00 RSC-member discount, non-student
£ 50.00 Student & concessionary
Find out more: eventforge.co.uk

